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Taking steps to ensure a profitable future

Investing in Yokogawa industrial automation is only the start 
of step-change improvements to your plant’s efficiency and 
productivity. 

Yokogawa complements its process automation products with a 
rich array of operational support - VigilantPlant Services - that 
extend from simple maintenance and repair, all the way to 
operational performance optimisation. With the active support 
of Yokogawa’s experts, your automation investment will reduce 
business risk and deliver tangible return-on-investment through 
savings in manpower, raw materials, and energy usage. Using 
real-world benchmarks Yokogawa assists you to achieve best-
in-class performance with your automation infrastructure.

Combat key challenges facing processing 
organisations today:

n  Critical operations such as grade changes requiring 
expert intervention

n  Alarm overloads and other problems resulting from 
increased levels of automation

n  No time for control operators to improve control stability  
and efficiency

n  A gradual deterioration in the effectiveness of installed 
automation

n  Severe recruitment problems, and the loss of vital know-
how through retirement
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Standard support packages to 
maintain automation effi ciency
Yokogawa’s control and instrumentation solutions are critical 
elements of a plant’s operation. To complement in-house 
resources to maintain automation infrastructure, Yokogawa offers 
three standard support packages: Basic, Enhanced and Custom. 

These provide support assistance to meet common requests for 
‘on demand’ repair support, ‘increased availability’ with assured 
response times, and ‘preventive maintenance and enhancements’. 
The packages may also be tailored to suit individual 
circumstances.

A suite of advanced services for identifying improvement 
opportunities and optimising your automation system’s 
performance are optionally available, providing a path to 
continuous improvement. Custom

Individual services according to 
customer requirements, plant and 
operation conditions to improve and 
maintain operational excellence

•  Training

•  Shutdown Maintenance Service

•  Technology Refresh

•  Renewal / Overhaul Service

•  Environment Diagnosis

•  Deterioration Diagnosis

• Network / Security Service

•  InsightSuiteAE

•  Comparative Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)

• Improvement Leader Development Program (ILDP)

• Regulatory Control Stabilization (RCS)

•  Alarm Rationalization Service (ARS)

• Best Practice Pilot (BPP)

• Advanced Operating Graphics (AOG)

•  Parts Management

• Software Revision Upgrade Facility

• 24H Emergency Support with VPSRemote Service

• Web Access Service

• Contract Management

• Normal Hours Technical Support

•  Repair Support Service

•  Engineer Dispatch Service

•  Preventive Maintenance (Patrol Inspection)

Enhanced

Enhanced maintenance and serviceability

•  Parts Management

•  Software Revision Upgrade Facility

•  24H Emergency Support with VPSRemoteTM Service

•  Web Access Service

•  Contract Management

• Normal Hours Technical Support

• Repair Support Service

• Engineer Dispatch Service

•  Preventive Maintenance (Patrol Inspection)

Basic
Basic maintenance support

•  Web Access Service

• Contract Management

• Normal Hours Technical Support

• Repair Support Service

•  Engineer Dispatch Service

•   Preventive Maintenance (Patrol Inspection)

Basic

Custom

Enhanced
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Add Custom Support Plan to identify 
your plant’s full potential
Our structured approach makes best-in class 
performance and continuous improvement 
easy:
n  Identify areas for improvement by benchmarking automation 

performance

n  Implement solutions offering tangible returns on investment

The global nature and extent of Yokogawa’s automation 
business gives us unique insights into the challenges that 
process manufacturers face today. VigilantPlant Services 
is a unique response, one that can create a sophisticated 
collaborative partnership that directly benefits our customers’ 
long-term efficiency and growth prospects, and which goes 
way beyond the basic maintenance service offerings known to 
the industry in the past. 

Numerous continuous improvement services - called Custom 
Support Plan - are available as add-ons to any of Yokogawa’s 
standard support packages. Many of these services target the 
ultimate goals for most automation users, such as raising plant 
efficiency to its maximum potential, minimising the costs of 
operation, and maximising agility.

Identifying opportunities for 
improvement
Improvement begins with knowledge. Your existing process 
automation system is a rich source of knowledge that can 
be exploited, and Yokogawa’s ‘Opportunity Identification 
Services’ help identify performance aspects of your critical 
automation investments that can be improved. 

Comparative Effectiveness Analysis
In today’s world, business advantage relies heavily on a 
organisation’s fundamental performance and agility. One 
of the most powerful tools in Yokogawa’s service portfolio 
is Comparative Effectiveness Analysis, or CEA. This service 
effectively puts your automation system ‘on the blocks’ for 
detailed investigation and appraisal. It provides real-world 
feedback on the performance of your automation assets, 
relative to other world-leading process manufacturers. 
CEA indicators of the performance of your installed 
automation, including DCSs and safety systems, and compares 
it with indicators of companies operating in similar industries. 
Armed with this detailed analysis of the relative performance of 
your automation system - including alarm handling, the degree 
of manual intervention, operator performance, and RASIS 
(reliability, availability, serviceability, integrity and security) - 
we can then assist you to identify the major actions required to 
achieve best-in-class performance.

Creating Leaders for Improvements
Advanced process operation and control solutions will often 
lose effectiveness over time if they are not maintained - 
because of factors such as changes to process operations. 
This program provides the skills, understanding and vision 
to start identifying and implementing improvements in 
areas including alarm handling, the automation of manual 
procedures, and enhancements to the stability of process 
control. The Improvement Leader Development Programme 
uses powerful simulation tools to develop individuals in your 
own organisation that are able to catalyse change by taking 
ownership of continuous improvement processes.

Lifecycle Effectiveness
Solutions can be implemented, but if not continuously 
maintained and re-evaluated, they lose their effectiveness 
over the plant life cycle. To sustain the benefits, companies 
must have a sound plan and westablished workflows and best 
practices to ensure that tools, people, and processes are in 
place to respond accordingly. Lifecycle Effectiveness Services 
fulfill the maintenance or continuous phase of the Yokogawa-
implemented solution, providing sustained effectiveness as well 
as a means to identify further opportunities for improvement. 
A Lifecycle Agreement provides a report periodically to ensure 
the effectiveness is sustained and proposes appropriate 
countermeasures if necessary.

The relative performance of your automation against 
other similar operations can be tracked using 
Custom Support Plan 

Other services in the Opportunity 
Identification suite include: Profit Finder, a 
feasibility study; Management Seminars, 
to develop action plans; and Master 
Planning - the creation of detailed plans and 
ROI targets for areas such as control room 
consolidation, control system migration, and 
plant modernisation.

Manual
intervention

Automatic
control

Alarm

HMI

MOC

RASIS

Yours

top of
1st quadrile
top of
2nd quadrile 

top of
3nd quadrile 
top of
4nd quadrile 
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ALARM
HANDLING

AUTOMATING MANUAL
PROCEDURE

PROFITABLE 
MIGRATION

CLOSING
THE

LOOP

ENSURING SERVICE 
QUALITY

Now close the loop

Alarm handling. One major service in this area is alarm 
rationalisation. Alarm handling has become a major issue in 
today’s real-time control room, as automation penetration has 
increased. Alarm flooding or cascading can easily mask critical 
events - with serious consequences. Effective plant management 
requires operators to recognise the critical information, act early 
and effectively, and to use that experience to refine control 
strategy. Yokogawa has developed powerful alarm management 
tools, as well as fundamental improvements to control system 
architectures - such as the integration of the distributed control 
system (DCS) and safety instrumented system (SIS) on the same 
network. These highly structured tools - developed according 
to the six-sigma methodology - make the reduction of nuisance 
alarm levels, the design of alarm systems, and strategies for 
managing alarms both quick and easily achievable.

Automating manual procedures. Historically, many 
processing plants have relied heavily on highly skilled staff 
for their successful operation, especially for non-steady-state 
operations such as start up or changes to processing grades. 
This dependence on expert labour often continues, despite the 
increased penetration of automation. The risk is getting worse 
in many areas by the retirement of long-service employees, a 
shortage of qualified engineers and the reduced availability 
of engineering consultancy firms to provide outsourcing help. 
Yokogawa has developed structured tools to capture your 
expert’s know-how and create standardised and automated 
procedural operations, which can readily be applied

Profitable migration. Control system migration can be a 
very effective step forward in optimization a plant. Yokogawa 
offers a value-added migration service to make this a reality - 
carefully managing the process to ensure that it will generate 
increased profits. Our value-added migration process starts 
with a feasibility study that analyzes the gap between targeted 
and actual results, identifies bottlenecks, proposes practical 
countermeasures, and estimates the resulting improvement in 
profits.

Further options in the Solution Implementation Services suite 
include control room design and consolidation based on 
workflow and analysis of operator roles, and control loop 
optimisation. 

Once improvement areas are identified, Yokogawa’s experts will work with you to implement countermeasures and 
solutions via one or more of our Solution Implementation Services. To ensure that objectives are achieved, services 
are carefully engineered and delivered according to the principles of the well-known six-sigma methodology, 
DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control). 

Continuous improvements services in action

Reduced manual intervention. Yokogawa helped a 
chemicals company to automate non-routine operations 
including process start-up and grade changes. Their factory 
produces some 300 different material grades, and 
typically makes a grade change once a day, while 
keeping the process running. These changes 
used to be made manually - a process 
involving anything from 100 to 
200 manual adjustments. In 
conjunction with the DCS, 
Yokogawa software is 
now used to automate 
these operations, 
reducing the 
control steps 
to just two: 
start and 
stop. 

Creating 
the automated 

control procedures was 
made possible by the intuitive 

programming tool, Exapilot Builder. 
This allowed operators to input their 
know-how directly into a flowchart 
process. Now, by following a flowchart 
with icons that represent each step, the need for 
complicated formulas has been eliminated, making it 
easy to execute repetitive changes - while still allowing 
manual intervention if desired. In addition to reducing 
manual intervention dramatically, the improvements 
have yielded major savings in materials, energy use, 

and manpower, as well as enhancing the company’s ability to 
respond rapidly to market demands.

Reducing nuisance alarms. NAMUR  
and EEMUA#191 recommendations are 
that alarm rates during normal plant 
operation should not exceed about 1 

alarm/10 minutes. However, the 
three control room operators at 

this chemicals plant had to 
deal with an average alarm 

rate of approximately 
3300/day. After careful 
analysis, several 

reasons for 
the high 
number of 
alarms were 
discovered, 
including 
false targets, 
errors in 
the process 
engineering, 

incorrect 
implementation, and 

improper measurement 
technique. These findings 

allowed improvements to be 
made, and changes to alarm 

handling, that reduced the average 
daily alarm rate to around 500.

Yokogawa’s structured tools and techniques ensure profitable results 
for your continuous improvement efforts.

The following examples illustrate how Yokogawa’s VigilantPlant Services are helping some of the world’s most 
influential and best-known process manufacturing companies to continually achieve best-in-class performance.  

The Operator can focus on true 
process concerns, trusting in the reliability of 
the integrated production control system.

• Set target of alarm 
reduction (mainly for 
steady state 
operation)

• Measure current alarm 
performance using 
Exaplog

• Confirm the 
performance gap 
between current and 
target

• Generate tag list for 
most frequent alarms

• Discuss with customers 
regarding root cause of 
problem alarms and 
resolution strategy

• Issue final report 
including proposal of 
improvement actions 
and estimated alarm 
reduction

• Set target of alarm 
design (e.g. priority, 
filter, shelving, HI/LO 
setting based on 
EEMUA #191 
guideline)

• Collect information of 
current alarm definition 
and setting

• Review current alarm 
philosophy (if any)

• Conduct alarm survey 
to operators using 
EEMUA questionnaire

• Discuss and establish 
alarm philosophy and 
alarm design strategy

• Overall alarm design 
for EEMUA based 
alarm design and 
CAMS filtering 
functions design

• Individual alarm design
• Review individual alarm 

design
• Implement CAMS 

filtering functions

• Conduct alarm survey
• Issue final report 

including improvement 
effect

• Measure current alarm 
performance using 
Exaplog focusing on 
transition operation

• Segregate data based 
on operation status

• Set target of alarm 
reduction for 
transition operation

• Select the target 
transition operation

• Analyze current alarm 
for the selected 
operation

• Discuss with customers 
regarding root cause of 
alarms and resolution 
strategy

• Implement  AAASuite
• Define alarm threshold 

for each operation 
mode

• Debug and modify the 
implemented AAASuite 
application

• Use AAASuite in an 
actual operation

• Issue final report 
including improvement 
effect

Phase1
Fundamental 
Alarm 
Reduction
(Exaplog)

Phase2
EEMUA #191-
based Alarm 
Design
(CAMS for 
HIS)

Phase3
Operational 
State-based 
Alarm 
Management
(AAASuite)
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Our 3 support plans
These are the services included in the BASIC, ENHANCED & CUSTOM support plans as 
part of a Lifecycle Agreement – three plans of services offered by Yokogawa.

Network / Security Service
Four elements that Yokogawa considers mandatory for a 
secure network: Firewall, Anti Virus, Patch Updates, plus 
Backup & Recovery. Further options available.
InsightSuiteAE
Help to ensure that customer’s plant assets are operating at 
optimum effi ciency whilst keeping maintenance costs to a 
minimum.
Comparative Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) 
Provides benchmarking report to identify effectiveness of 
installed control system.
Improvement Leader Development Program (ILDP)
Training program for the process industries that develops 
leaders who will engage in continuous improvement 
programs.
Regulatory Control Stabilization (RCS)
Baseline for smooth plant operation and stabilization 
is a prerequisite for advanced process control (APC) 
implementation.
Alarm Rationalization Service (ARS)
Crucial to ensure that manufacturers will be able to maintain 
proper alarm systems. Yokogawa will provide solutions 
under the agreement to help customer to maintain and 
improve the alarm system performance throughout the plant 
Lifecycle.
Best Practice Pilot (BPP) 
Consulting service helps customer to implement best practice 
in standardizing and automating manual operations.
Advanced Operating Graphics (AOG)
Provides practical solutions on the redesign of PCS graphics 
based on human factors engineering and knowledge 
engineering.

*1 Training courses and contents will vary according to country and region.
*2 Replacement cycle and conditions may vary according to specifi c countries.

❸THE CUSTOM SERVICES:
Web Access Service
Enables customer to access Yokogawa Service Information Portal.
Contract Management
Planning and preparation work for smooth execution of the 
contract.
Normal Hours Technical Support
Allows customers to have access to a Yokogawa Global Response 
Centre during Normal Business Hours (9:00-17:00).
Repair Support Service
Yokogawa’s service for repairing or replacing defective 
modules.
Engineer Dispatch Service
Onsite troubleshooting support from a Yokogawa 
Service Engineer during normal business hours, at a 
discounted rate. 
Preventive Maintenance (Patrol 
Inspection)
The Preventive Maintenance work offers on-line 
maintenance work on customer’s system without 
having to stop the plant operation.
 

❶THE BASIC SERVICES:

Enhanced includes all ‘Basic’ services plus:

Parts Management
Yokogawa will stock and manage a list of critical spare parts 
agreed to beforehand and will be made available to the customer.

Software Revision Upgrade Facility
Revision upgrade software and upon written request of the user, 
further agree to supply the necessary services for installation of 
the upgraded software at extra charge.
24H Emergency Support
Enables customers to access the Yokogawa Response Center 
24/7, including weekends and public holidays to obtain support 
for any trouble occurrences related to Yokogawa systems. (Can 
also be combined with VPSRemote*.)

*VPSRemote is a solution service that provides maintenance and 
engineering, etc. by remote connection.

❷THE ENHANCED SERVICES:

Custom includes all ‘Enhanced’ services plus:

Training
Yokogawa provides a variety of training of operation, 
engineering, maintenance at local training center as well as 
at customer site.*1

Shutdown Maintenance Service
Ensure the safety, system reliability as a part of preventive 
maintenance during plant operation shutdown. SD contains 
visual inspection, disassembly cleaning, functional check, 
I/O calibration and report and recommendations.

Technology Refresh 
This service ensures that the all important “front end” or 
operator interface is maintained at a specifi cation in-line 
with present day standards.*2

Renewal / Overhaul Service
An overhaul service for power supply cards to restore 
reliability, especially those in Control Stations.
Environment Diagnosis
Checks on the control rooms/rack rooms where DCS 
and ISS equipment is located, to evaluate the operating 
environment for stresses, and safeguard trouble-free system 
operation.
Deterioration Diagnosis
Evaluates the condition of card installations to monitor any 
contamination. Subsequent laboratory tests identify any 
deterioration, recommend countermeasures if necessary.


